Abstract
Introduction
Information retrieval systems can be partitioned into two main classes: large-scale systems that make use of an inverted index or some other auxiliary data structure, intended for massive volumes of data [1, 7, 15, 18] ; and the small-scale systems based upon sequential pattern matching that most computer users employ when hunting for missing email and news items. The latter category includes the several members of the grep pattern matching family, and, of course, the find facility in our favourite editor.
The advantages of a precomputed index for information retrieval are two-fold. First, and most obvious, is that retrieval is considerably faster than it would be otherwise, as the index directly records the documents in which terms appear, and allows a set of answer documents to be determined without any recourse to the documents themselves. The second reason for using an index is that knowledge of the parameters of the collection -notably, the number of documents and the frequency of each term -allow ranking heuristics to be used, instead of the traditional Boolean retrieval metrics in which documents either are or are not answers to the query based solely upon the presence of query terms. The desirability of a similarity-based approach to information retrieval should not be underestimated. For example, most of the retrieval systems that take part in the annual TREC round are based upon the evaluation of similarity measures, and even mass-market retrieval engines of the kind offered by the World-Wide Web search services offer ranked querying as well as Boolean facilities.
The drawback of index-based retrieval is, of course, that it is premeditated -the index must exist before queries can be posed. For most computer users, even including those with a mastery of cron and at (or their non-Unix equivalents), understanding the operation of the necessary software tools (such as the mg suite [16] ) for indexing and then querying is troublesome, and as a consequence very few computer users index their personal mail or news archives. Also problematic is the dynamic nature of these personal repositories. Documents are arriving almost continually, and unless the index is up to date, new documents cannot be found. (Indeed, the second author once spent a considerable time searching for a document that had been filedif that is the right word -only a few minutes previously.) And it is exactly in such personal archives that most users undertake the bulk of their information retrieval tasks.
The most commonly used tool for personal information retrieval is the Unix-style grep, and the related find tools on other systems. £ The grep program takes a search pattern and a set of files as arguments and prints from those files the lines that match the pattern, operating in a strictly Boolean sense -lines either match or do not. For example, if we are searching in a private archive of news articles to find the one we know we have about unusually heavy rainfall last autumn, most of us would grep for appearances of rainfall (or perhaps even just rain) and then manually examine a small context in the neighbourhood of each occurrence, looking for the document we are after. And if hundreds of contexts with the word rainfall were displayed, we would probably try to guess another single keyword that might be more specific, rather than try to refine the query by adding a second word to it.
Compared with an index-based system this is less than satisfactory, and the query rain heavy high rainfall downpour autumn March April May is clearly a much better description of the information need and hence, in a ranked information retrieval system, is far more likely to return the desired document. Indeed, even though several of the grep tools have the facility to allow the user to specify document delimiters other than the newline character (such as two adjacent newline characters so as to search on paragraphs), and allow use of the general Boolean connectives AND, OR, and NOT, it is not at all clear how the required query could be couched. Finally, even if a grep query is created and document delimiters set appropriately, presentation of answers is in source-text and source-file order, so that the best answer (in a similarity sense) might be the last one presented.
Grep-style utilities do, of course, have application beyond personal information management. In a programming situation, for example, grep can be used to pinpoint all the locations of a variable that requires renaming within a set of source files; and there are occasions when we don't care about the locations and simply want to determine the existence or otherwise of a search pattern. That is, we do not dispute that grep is an enormously useful tool, and we observe only that it is a relatively blunt implement for one important application for which it currently gets used.
In this paper we describe a hybrid approach to searching that offers the ranked queries and similarity matching of a genuine information retrieval system, but does so without any need for an index to be precomputed. This software tool, which we call seft (Search Engine For Text, and which, in the spirit of similarity-based retrieval, is sufficiently close to the verb sift to be claimed a match), takes a set of query terms and a set of files as arguments and, using a locality-based similarity heuristic, determines word locations within the files that are of interest with respect to the query. The user is then presented with a sequence of windows of text, the first window surrounding the most relevant location, the second window surrounding the next most relevant location and so on. Both the number of windows presented and the size of the window can be specified as parameters to seft. In addition, the user can specify whether to apply case-folding and/or stemming to the query terms and the text files, which has the effect of, for example, changing the terms raining, RAIN and Rained into the single term rain. (The stemmer used by seft is an implementation of Lovins' stemming algorithm [14] .)
Seft provides the functionality of a full index-based information retrieval system, but in a non-premeditated and immediate manner. Unsurprisingly, the drawback is increased execution time compared to both index-based retrieval systems and grep, but in the application we have described -occasional queries to a personal information archive -the trade is, we believe, well worth making. A current version of the seft software is available for download from http://www.cs.mu.oz.au/˜oldk/seft. Figure 1 shows an example of the output produced by seft. In this example, seft has been used to identify locations relating to the query airbus subsidies in a collection of Wall Street Journal files, with both query and data being part of the TREC experimentation discussed below. The first line of each window lists the current window ranking; a percentage score relating the relevance of the current window to that of the most highly ranked window; the name of the file from which the text originated; and the line number within the file around which the window is centered. The U.S. claims that Airbus represents unfair competition because it is heavily subsidized by the governments that back the consortium. Although Airbus is not required to make public disclosure of its finances, the U.S. claims that 75% == 3 ( 87%) == wsj2/file1.txt:540 ============================ Airbus .
He also dismisses the issue of McDonnell Douglas possibly benefiting from government subsidies similar to those Airbus receives. "There's a world of difference between the $10 billion to $20 billion in subsidies Airbus has gotten and the The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Sections 2 and 3 present the similarity heuristic employed by seft and discuss the implementation details necessary to allow one-pass operation. Section 4 then compares the performance of seft with both grep and a conventional full-text retrieval system. As will be demonstrated, seft offers performance that in a retrieval effectiveness sense matches conventional information retrieval systems, and in a resource efficiency sense, while considerably slower than grep-like tools, is fast enough to be useful on tens or hundreds of megabytes of text. Section 5 concludes our presentation and outlines further work.
As part of an ongoing investigation into information retrieval mechanisms, we have been exploring locality-based similarity heuristics [5, 6] . As a result of that work, a locality-based index-driven retrieval engine has been developed based upon the mg system [16] , and used successfully in experiments involving several gigabytes of text. The locality-based querying paradigm has allowed good retrieval effectiveness, which is measured in terms of recall (the fraction of all relevant documents that are retrieved in an experiment) and precision (the fraction of documents retrieved in an experiment that are relevant). The use of an explicit word-level index has allowed queries to be executed quickly in this system. Other research which considers query term proximity as an indication of relevance includes [4, 9, 10] .
One of the principal advantages of locality-based querying compared with more conventional document-based querying is that the system becomes far less reliant upon formal document boundaries being established. Indeed, one of the key observations that drove our early development was that document-based similarity calculations performed poorly on very long documents, an observation also considered by other authors [13, 17] . The good retrieval effectiveness we were able to achieve on long documents using the locality-based mechanism [5] led to experiments in which we completely discarded document boundaries, and supposed that the source document collection was a continuous stream of text. While retrieval effectiveness did degrade slightly, the impact of the change was sufficiently small that we felt encouraged to pursue the possibility of a ranking mechanism for continuous text. And, although it was clear that an index-based implementation would yield faster query evaluation, we also felt that the possibility of performing ranking in an on-demand one-pass manner was worth pursuing, even though it would be computationally more demanding. The result is seft.
To establish a context in which to discuss the implementation of seft, we now briefly summarise the primary components of the locality-based retrieval metric. For details, the reader is referred to [5] .
In the locality-based approach the source is considered to be a sequence of words rather than a sequence of documents, and each query term occurance within the text is presumed to exert an influence over a neigbourhood of nearby words. The paradigm then supposes that the influence from separate query terms is additive, and that the contribution of each occurance of each query term can be summed to arrive at a similarity score for any particular location in the text. Figure 2 , taken from [5] , illustrates this concept.
Regions of text that contain a high density of query terms, or a lesser density of query terms deemed to be of high importance, cause peaks in the combined influence curve, and represent localities in the text of potentially high interest. On the other hand, isolated query terms cause lesser peaks in the combined influence function. Once the regions of highest interest have been identified, a window of text centred on each such location can then be presented to the user for inspection, in decreasing order of assessed similarity.
There are three factors used to establish the contribution of a word:
The shape of the function used to determine the region of influence for each term appearance;
The maximum height of the function, which occurs at the location at which the term appears; and
The spread or width of the function, which determines the greatest distance at which a word is assumed to exert a non-zero influence. The contribution function Ø is then defined in terms of Ð, the location of the query term (as an integral word number); Ü, the word location at which a contribution is to be calculated; Ø , the peak height assigned to the term, assumed to occur at the word position occupied by the term in question;
and × Ø , the one-sided spread of the term.
Based upon our previous exploration, the factors used in the implementation of seft are given by:
where Ü Ð is the distance in words between the term in question and the location at which its influence is being evaluated, AE is the total number of terms in the collection, Ø is the number of times term Ø appears, Õ Ø is the withinquery frequency of term Ø, Ò is the number of unique words in the collection, and the value of Ø´Ü Ðµ is zero when Ü Ð × Ø .
The circle contribution function shape implied by Equation 1 is a quadrant of a normalised circle centered at Ø × Ø µ and gives more weight to locations close to a query term appearance and less to locations further away; the height Ø assigned by Equation 2 to the term Ø is a monotonic function of it's scarcity in the collection; and the spread × Ø of each influence curve (Equation 3) is also defined as a linear function of term scarcity in the collection, but normalised by multiplying by the average term frequency.
The score É´Ü µ of a word location Ü in the collection of text files with respect to query É is then given by
where É is a list of terms, and Á Ø is the set of word locations in the collection of text at which term Ø appears. Finally, the set of answers to query É consists of the Ö locations in the text with the highest É´Ü µ values, where Ö is specified by the user. As a final restriction, seft limits the influence of each word to the file in which it appears. This allows the second summation in equation 4 to be restricted to the domain Ð ¾ Á Ø and Ð Ü × Ø and file´Üµ file´Ðµ where file´Ûµ returns a unique identifier for the file that contains the Ûth word of the collection.
Implementation
Although the underlying paradigm for both the localitybased version of mg and seft are the same, their implementations are quite different. The locality-based query engine in the modified mg is designed to work on static, pre-indexed text collections. The engine obtains the desired query term locations by consulting a compressed inverted file, which stores the ordinal word location of each term occurrence in the collection of text. To process a query the inverted-list for each query term is read from disk into memory and then decoded. The term locations are collected and sorted into an array consisting of triples "word location, term number that appears at that location, and accumulator", where the accumulator is initially zero. Collection statistics such as AE, the total number of words in the collection, Ò, the number of unique terms and Ø , the number of times term Ø appears, are calculated at the time the collection is indexed.
Seft does not make use of any precomputed index information and must gather the required query term locations and collection statistics on the fly. To process a query, seft proceeds as follows. First, an initialisation phase applies case-folding and stemming to the query terms, if needed, and stores them in a lookup data structure. A ternary search tree [2] was chosen for this purpose as it provides an efficient implementation of string symbol tables and in preliminary testing resulted in slightly better running times than a more traditional hash table lookup.
Next, a parsing phase reads the text of the source files being searched, breaking the input stream into a sequence of words (including numbers) which are retained, and whitespace and punctuation, which are discarded. As each word is extracted from the text, and case-folded and stemmed as applicable, it is checked for membership within the search structure that holds the query terms. If the word appears in the search tree and is a query term occurrence within the collection, its number, ordinal location and an initialised accumulator are appended to an array. Other information corresponding to the word, such as a filename identifier, line number and file byte offset, are also recorded at this time. On the other hand, if the word does not exist in the query term ternary search tree, it is simply ignored. Once all of the text has been parsed and all occurrences of query terms located, the similarity calculation phase commences.
The calculation phase of seft is the same as the locality-based version of mg [5] . To reduce computation costs to a tractable level, calculation of the relevance function É´Ü µ is restricted to locations at which query terms appear (the locations Ü in Ø¾É Á Ø ), rather than every loca- Once all query term locations have been processed, a partial sort is used to extract the required number of ranked answers [18] . Finally, for each answer that is to be presented to the user the corresponding file is opened at the relevant byte location, and a small window of text extracted and formatted for display.
Ignoring non-query terms during the parsing stage introduces a complication, in that the number of unique terms in the collection, Ò, which is used in Equation 3, is unknown. To avoid the need for a complete vocabulary to be constructed as the text is parsed, the empirical relationship
is used to estimate Ò, in which Ã and ¬ are constants that depend on the nature of the particular text [11] .
To determine suitable values for Ã and ¬ we examined the relationship between vocabulary size and collection size for a number of document collections provided by the TREC project. Ý Figure 3 shows vocabulary growth for the Associated Press (AP2), Federal Register (FR2), Wall Street Journal (WSJ2) and Ziff-Davis (ZIFF2) collections from Disk Two of the TREC data, and Ã and ¬ to the curve Ò Ã AE ¬ .
To quantify the effect of retrieval performance caused by using an approximation of the vocabulary size rather the actual vocabulary size, the locality-based version of mg was modified to use the same approximations, and its retrieval performance compared with the baseline version. We Ý The TREC project is a world-wide investigation into information retrieval techniques, sponsored by the National Institute of Standards and Technology in the United States. Five gigabytes of text and approximately 400 queries against that text are supported by several hundred thousand relevance judgements indicating which of the documents are relevant to which of the query topics. For an overview of the first two years of this project see [8] , and for current details see http://trec.nist.gov. measured retrieval performance as average precision (noninterpolated) over all relevant documents to a ranking depth of Ö ½ ¼¼¼ documents, using both long (051-200) and short (202-250) query topics, and the relevance judgments for Disk Two of the TREC data.
The first row of Table 2 shows the retrieval performance when using the exact vocabulary size for that collection, Ò. 
Experimental Performance
Profiling indicated that 99% of the time consumed by the first version of seft on even relatively long queries was spent in the text parsing phase, with just 1% of the execution time being spent on the initialisation, accumulator calculation, and window selection phases. Text searching utilities such as grep and its variants generally use string searching routines based upon the Boyer-Moore algorithm [3, 12, 19] , which allows extremely fast implementation as a result of the very small number of operations required on a per-input-byte basis.
Seft cannot offer the same speed, as every byte of the input text is examined to allow word and non-word pairs to be identified and AE determined, and so that case-folding and stemming functions can be applied before the word is tested against the search structure of query terms. Seft must also record the ordinal position of each occurrence of each term, as this information is needed by the ranking heuristic. These two requirements mean that seft is intrinsically more costly to execute than grep-style tools.
Nevertheless, opportunities for improvement during the parsing phase were identified. In our first implementation the main loop of the parsing phase was while (more text) parse word apply case-folding & stemming, if required if (word is a query term) then store word information parse non-word
The two costly operations carried out for each word are stemming, and searching the query term data structure, and Table 2 . Average precision (over relevant document retrieved to depth Ö ½ ¼¼¼) using approximate vocabulary sizes Ò.
it is clearly beneficial to try to eliminate the need for these operations using some kind of simple filter:
while (more text) parse word if (preliminary lookup succeeds) then apply case-folding & stemming, if required if (word is a query term) then store word information parse non-word Two different preliminary filters were considered. The first consists of a simple table that stores, for each alphanumeric character, the minimum length of the query terms (if any) commencing with that character. For example, with case-folding and stemming turned on, the query compressed inverted index transforms to compres invers indic, and the entries for c (and C) and i (and I) would be 7 and 5 respectively, and all other entries would be set to a large value. Similarly, with case-folding and stemming turned off, the entries for c and i would be 10 and 5 respectively, and other entries, including those for C and I, would be large. Then, during the parsing phase, only words at least as long as the table entry selected by their first character are ever casefolded, stemmed, and searched for in the query structure. For the example query compressed inverted index, with case-folding and stemming turned on, only words starting with c or C and 7 or more characters long, or starting with i or I and 5 or more characters long, are fully tested. This addition reduced the number of stemming operations to a small fraction of what it had been previously.
The second filtering mechanism examined was an obvious extension of the first, and used two leading characters from each query term. That is, on the (post stemming) query compres invers indic, the table entries for co (and three caseequivalents) would be set to 7, and words commencing with, for example, ca would also be filtered out and not stemmed or tested. Even simplisticly supposing that all 128 valid ASCII codes would appear, so that index calculation is a simple shift-and-or operation, this table required only 16 kB of memory and further reduced the number of stemming operations performed. Table 3 compares the average running times of the preliminary filtering methods for the three case-folding and stemming options. The same two query sets as used earlier were investigated: a set of long queries (051-200) containing 43 terms on average after the removal of contentless words, and a set of short queries (202-250) containing 7 terms on average. The text collection used was the 242 MB WSJ2 collection, and all experiments were carried out on a 450 MHz Intel Pentium III with 512 MB RAM and 512 kB cache using local disks and with no other active users. To give an idea of the type of query being processed, TREC topic 202 asks about the status of nuclear proliferation treaties -violations and monitoring and was queried against seft as status nuclear proliferation treaties violations monitoring.
As can be seen from the results of Table 3 , stemming is expensive, far more so than case-folding, and running times are more than doubled if every word parsed is both case-folded and stemmed. Introducing a one-character filter greatly reduces that cost on the short queries, and also saves time searching the term lookup structure. On the long queries there is a lesser time saving, because fewer of the table entries are large. In this case the extra complexity of a two-character lookup provides further improvement. Figure 4 shows the relative performance of seft, mg and the Unix utility egrep, expressed as a set of calculated times based upon the average per-query CPU cost of evaluating the two groups of TREC queries. For example, the locality-based mg system requires 382.5 CPU seconds to construct the word-level index for the 242 MB WSJ2 collection, and then, on average, 1.17 seconds per query for the long queries (topics 051-200), and 0.19 seconds per query for short queries (topics 202-250). In the case of egrep the query was constructed as the alternation of all of the seft query terms, so that, for example, TREC topic 202 was expressed as the regular expression (status | nuclear | proliferation | treaties | violations | monitoring). Because these rather crude disjunctive queries would potentially match many more lines in the text than we would actually be interested in, the egrep experiments were run with the output being sent to /dev/null, so that no un- warranted file operations would be included in the times. Posing more complex queries involving other operators, and actually writing the output to a file, would both slow down egrep, meaning that any bias in our measurements is in favour of the egrep times, and against the seft times. In all of the experiments two consecutive runs were performed and the time recorded only for the second one, the intention being to eliminate from the experimental times any artifacts caused by the initial reading of the data files from disk (the memory on the machine used was larger than the total volume of data being searched). Again, this decision favours egrep over seft, since any reading costs are the same for both, and hence proportionately greater for egrep.
As can be seen from the two graphs, on both short and long queries seft is about eight times slower than egrep, and, in turn, egrep is between seven and twenty times slower than mg. However the cost of building the mg index is not recouped until a number of queries have been executed -about fifty, in the case of egrep, and around ten, in the case of seft. The index-based mg system must additionally store a word-level index of approximately 60 MB, and this cost must also be factored in as part of any comparison. If only a small number of similarity-heuristic queries are to be performed, seft is faster than the index-based mg equivalent, and achieves similar retrieval effectiveness.
Hence the claim made in the abstract and introductionwhile not as fast as pattern matching programs in the grep family, seft, our search engine for text, provides a useful balance between premeditation and speed, and is ideal for sporadic queries on dynamic collections of up to 100 MB.
Further Work
There are a number of directions in which we hope to take this investigation. First, is to validate our implicit claim that locality-based retrieval, and its ability to score and return locations according to a similarity heuristic, is preferable to the use of grep or other searching tools from a user satisfaction point of view. This involves carrying out a human factors experiment, and while expensive to undertake, may be warranted for the insights that it would yield.
Clearly also of interest is the search for further improvements to reduce the running time of seft. The filtering mechanism greatly cuts the overall cost of stemming and lookup, and the dominant cost is word parsing. It may be that some further approximation, perhaps by not requiring an exact value of AE, would allow further speedup of the parsing loop; and it might also be that the parsing loop itself can be accelerated by some kind of simple filtering. One observation that encourages us in this belief is that the Unix wc tool, when tested in the same harness as was used to generate Figure 4 , required 6.69 seconds to process the WSJ2 collection, approximately the same speed as egrep. Hence, fast word-parsing is certainly possible if only the number of words is to be counted rather than individual words extracted and identified.
As a third extension, a feature yet to be implemented is the ability to specify a record delimiter. Currently, the influence of a query term is restricted to the file in which it appears. But many files contain structured or other composite documents, and the similarity heuristic would almost certainly benefit by truncating influence curves at document boundaries. For example, the delimiter for a set of mail folders could be the string From occurring at the start of a line, which would restrict query term influences to individual mail items. Other features that would be desirable in a general-purpose tool based upon seft would be the ability to handle non-textual data, such as mail attachments and compressed files; and facilities to permit nonexhaustive query term specification, such as wildcharacters, and "within edit distance of" terms, so as to cater for possible spelling errors.
A fourth area for exploration is the query term weighting scheme. Seft currently uses the weighting scheme employed by the locality-based version of mg, which was developed using large-scale text collections provided by the TREC project. It may be that other weighting schemes are better suited to the smaller collections maintained by individual users.
